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TacTic
Toss

Center square is neutral
with one ball from each
player

White is the winner with 3
in a row

Center square is won with
2 balls on target

Black is the winner with 3
in a row (Center square is
won with 2 balls on target)

mounted on peg mounted on door

back of door

Instructions for Assembly
Remove bladder from game cover and fill with air until it 
is firm.  Over inflation may cause damage or difficult 
insertion into cover.

Insert bladder into cover with seams on bladder surface 
positioned vertically. Zip cover closed.  Be careful to avoid 
pinching bladder in zipper teeth when closing.

contents:
1 - game cover
1 - bladder
5 - green balls
5 - red balls

Not to be used as a �oatation device!

Set-up Options
TacTic Toss incorporates a handle and two adjustable straps to allow for a number of 
set-up options. TacTic Toss can be mounted simply by hanging the handle on top of the 
game over a hook or peg.

Mount TacTic Toss to a door or object by utilizing the two adjustable straps with clips.  
Wrap the strap located on the side of the cover around a door or object and clip it to the 
d-ring on the opposite side of cover.  If mounting to a door, place the second strap over 
the top of the door and clip it to the first strap.  Tighten straps for a snug fit.

Rules for Game Play
Distance of toss should be set for age and ability.  General guideline for distance 
of toss is 15 feet.

Game can be played as singles or by multiple players on two teams.  Like tradi-
tional tic tac toe, the player who goes first may have an advantage so find 
creative ways to decide who will toss first.  Consider a toss off to see who can land 
a ball on the center square first or award the winner of the previous game the first 
toss in the next game.  

Each team has a set of five colored balls  to begin the game.  Players alternate 
tossing at the target until three in a row is achieved.

A player takes a square by sticking their ball to the target on a toss.  If a toss does 
not stick to the target, the ball is picked up and remains in play.  When a player 
has all five balls stuck to the target and the game has not been won, the player 
must make a strategic decision and remove one of their balls from the target  at 
the time of their next toss and continue play.  Play continues in this fashion until a 
winner is determined.

Players can cancel out or “neutralize” a square that has an opponent’s ball on it 
by sticking one of their balls to same square.  A square that has been neutralized 
can be won if a player sticks a second ball of theirs on the target or if  a ball is 
knocked off the square as a result of a toss by either team.


